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WALL MINI - wall mounted fire furniture

DESCRIPTION MODEL
FLAME LENGTH DIMENSIONS FIRE SPACE PRODUCT-

NUMBER
POSSIBLE

ACCESSORIES

WALL MINI is mounted directly on the wall or installed
flush or protruding into a niche. The glass hinged door
provides an easy operation and is equipped with air slots
to allow the effect fire to be “blazed”. Side walls reflect in
lacquered glass.

The rotating door made of bronze glass ensures easy
operation and is provided with air slots to let the effect
fire „blaze“ optimally.

Electricity (230 V), Bio-Fluid (distilled water), special lamps
and an ultrasonic vaporizer create this magic play of flames.

Floor cover and burner cover black coated, glazing inside:
rear wall - glass black, Side glass panes - mirror, Glass
hinged door - made of bronze glass - with air slots, Side
glass panes outside coated. The intensity of the flames
is adjustable.

Including:
Effect fire furniture incl. remote control, without heating
performance.

Optional: Decor stones, Decor wood set, Automatic
recharging system - Fluidmatic with O-Box

WALL MINI 45
with

1 flame 20 cm

External dimensions:
approx. W 44,5 cm
H 50,0 cm
D 24,5 cm

50

44,5   24,5  

Black Bio-Fluid (25 litres tank),
Tap (25 litres tank),
Decor stones lava broken,
Decor wood set,
Set Clear & Clean,
Automatic recharging
system - Fluidmatic
with O-Box

WALL MINI 60
with

1 flame 20 cm

External dimensions:
approx. W 59,5 cm
H 59,5 cm
D 24,5 cm

59
,5

59,5   24,5  

Black

Surcharge Fluidmatic for operation with the automatic filling system O-Box

1. EFFECT FIRE - WALL MOUNTED FIRE FURNITURE

WALL MINI 45 WALL MINI 60

Wall Mini 45

Safety fastening for
 WALL MINI
A special safety fitting for wall mounting
of the “Wall Mini” prevents unintended
lifting of the device (4 mm wall distance).
The current outlet can be selected as
desired in the “red dotted”
area.

Area curren
outlet 230 V

HIP

O-BOX
OPTIONAL


